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This invention relates to‘ protection‘ masks 
ag'a'inst poi'sono'us'gases and dust. ' 7 

351 many kinds‘ of work, such as spray-paint 
ing with celluloseenamels, the worker is‘ in the 
risk of respiratin'g poisonous gases and dust which 
g'Travely enthreaten his‘ health. Several attempts 
have been made to’ overcome’ this inconvenience, 
such as providing the worker" with a mask-com 
prising a ?lter through which the respirationfair 

' is ?ltered so that the poisonous gases‘ and dust 
are removed. sue-n vmask, however, makes 
breathing di?icult and is never wholly effective 
because the ?l‘te'r'bécGm’és successively obstructed 
and vhas to be cleaned or exchanged. It has also 
been attempted to‘ exhaust'th'e pdi‘sd?d?s'g'a'fses 
and dust from the place, where tlié‘yialie sever 
oped, by providing an‘ exhausting‘ duct, but such 
measures are only applicablein special cases; and 
they cannot be utilized byspraying apparatuses 
for‘ poisonous liquids, the vapoursfrom such liq 
uids diffusing rapidly into the surrounding air 
which the‘ worker must breathe; The said pro 
tection- masks also have, the drawback that they 
restrict the‘ ?eld of vision, of the worker because 
he ha-‘s'to look through windows in the mask; 
One object of thisminvention is to provide a 

protection mask‘ for the purpese- speci?ed which 
does? not require the use’ of-a- ?lter and" which 
does not impede the breathing of the user.’ 
Another object is to provide a protection mask 

which will give the user an unrestricted view, 
as if he Wore no mask at all. 

Still another object is to provide a protection 
mask which is very simple and inexpensive in 
manufacture, while still oifering the user an ef 
fective and reliable protection against poisonous 
gases and dust. 
A further object of the invention is to provide 

a mask for the purpose-speci?ed by means of 
which the user is constantly supplied with fresh 
air, free from contaminations. 

Still another object is to provide a protection 
mask which allows the user to speak with his 
companions without the necessity of removing 
the mask. 
The invention will be described in detail here 

inafter, reference being had to the accompany 
ing drawing, in which 

Fig. 1 is a vertical sectional view of a mask 
in accordance with this invention, 

Fig. 2 is a bottom plan View of the same, and 
Fig. 3 illustrates how the mask is strapped to 

the user’s cap or forehead. 
Brie?y spoken, the principle of the ‘invention 

resides in that means are strapped or otherwise 

i'el‘a'ims. (01. 128-145) 
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secured" to the" forehead or cap of'the user, by 
which a'constant streamer fresh air is‘ blown 
‘substantially vertically down in front the user’s 
.face so as ‘to constitute an- invisible curtainpr 
screen’ around: the same, and to’ scavenge-the 
space around‘ it. “air jet screen” will; con 
se'quently, keep the surrounding air,» which may 
be fouled with poisonous gases and/or dust. .i-é. 
mote-from-the'user’s'face; H ‘ " 3 

WIn' the embodiment illustrated in the entire, 
‘the mask- comprilses an approximately semi-cylin 
drically bent plate 6 to which a cap-seren 
shaped ?ange ‘l is connected. Along the" e “ 6f 
the flange? there is an approximately vertio rim 

a strap- '9‘ or the like by of which‘ the 
mask can be’ secu'f'eii' to‘ a‘ c‘a‘p'o‘f ordinary pat 
tern. 

the‘ part I'll‘, s provided'with ‘an ups *ndi'ng rim' 

foul‘ ‘air atthisf placd; The sl6t- l3 suitably 
be" of equal width over the-whole Yofits‘length. 
The lower part It is, at a place about 6 mm. 

behind the slot l3, provided with a tubular noz 
zle I5 which may conveniently be detachably se 
cured so as to be capable of replacement with 
another one of greater or smaller bore. The 
space [6 between the upper and lower parts of 
the mask is connected through a hose I‘! with 
a compressor or other compressed-air supply 
from which compressed air is fed to the said 
space so as to blow out, part through the slot 
l3 to constitute an air jet screen l8 surround 
ing the worker’s face, and part through the 
nozzle I5 to constitute a separate air jet l9 di 
rected towards the 'worker’s nose and mouth be 
hind the air jet screen i8. As shown in the draw 
ing, a manually adjustable valve 22 is inserted in 
the hose H at a suitable place thereof, by means 
of which valve the pressure within the chamber 
may be adjusted according to requirements. 
In Fig. 3, the protection mask is shown strapped 

to a cap '20 on the head of .a worker. The screen 
2| of the cap is situated below the lower part 
In of the mask, but the slot l3 as well as the 
nozzle l5 are situated so far beyond the edge of 
the cap screen that the air jets are not impeded 
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thereby. The cap screen will at the same time 
protect the worker’s eyes against draft. 
The mask may be made of metal, preferably 

aluminium or an aluminium alloy, or any other 
suitable material, such as plastics. The mask is 
inexpensive in manufacture, comfortable in use 
and affords absolute safety. 

If the mask is made of castings it may be con 
venient to provide the upper part as well as the 
lower one with transverse partitions situated 
within the chamber I6 and bracing the two parts 
relative to each other. 
In use it is recommendable to heat the com 

pressed air conveniently in order to prevent ex 
cessive cooling of the user’s face. For this pur 
pose an electric heating member 23 may, for ex 
ample, be mounted within the compressed-air 
chamber. 

I claim: 
1. A device for the protection against poisonous 

gases and dust comprising in combination a re 
ceptacle; means for securing said receptacle to 
a person’s forehead; means for connecting said 
receptacle to a source of compressed air; jet 
means associated with said receptacle and ex 
tending in a continuous arcuate line ‘around the 
wearer’s face substantially from ear to ear and a 
nozzle arranged in the bottom of said receptacle 
within the concavity of said continuous arcuate 
line formed by said jet means, the said nozzle 
being directed toward the wearer’s nose and 
mouth so as to pass an additional stream of air 
thereto. 

2. A device for the protection against poisonous 
gases and {dust comprising in combination a re 
ceptacle of a length and form to extend :around 
a person’s face substantially from ear to ear; 
means for securing said receptacle to the fore 
head of the wearer; means for connecting said 
receptacle to a source of compressed air; and a 
continuous arcuate slot provided in the bottom 
of said receptacle, the said slot being directed 
substantially parallel to the wearer’s face so as 
to pass a transversely continuous stream of air 
downward and parallel to the wearer’s face. 

3. A device for the protection against poisonous 
gases and dust comprising in combination a re 
ceptacle of a length and form to extend around 
a‘ person’s face substantially from ear to ear; 
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means for securing said receptacle to the fore 
head of the wearer; means for connecting said 
receptacle to a source of compressed air; a con 
tinuous arcuate slot provided in the bottom of 
said receptacle, the said slot being directed sub 
stantially parallel to“ the wearer’s face so as to 
pass a transversely continuous stream of air 
downward and parallel to the wearer’s face; and 
a nozzle arranged in the bottom of said receptacle 
within the concavity of said arcuate slot, the said 
nozzle being directed toward the ‘wearer’s nose 
and mouth so ‘as to pass an additional stream of 
air thereto. 

4. A device for the protection against poisonous 
gases and dust comprising in combination a re 
ceptacle of a, length and form to extend around 

‘ a person’s face substantially from ear to ear; 
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meansfor securing said receptacle to the fore 
head of the wearer; means for connecting said 
receptacle to a source of compressed air; a con 
tinuous arcuate slot provided in the bottom of 
said receptacle, the said slot being directed sub 
stantially parallel to the wearer’s face so as to 
pass a transversely continuous stream of air 
downward and parallel to the wearer’s face; and 
a nozzle detachably arranged in the bottom of 
said receptacle Within the concavity of said ar 
cuate slot, the said nozzle being directed toward 
the wearer’s nose and mouth so as to pass an 
additional stream of air thereto. 
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